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Abstract

Introduction and objectives: Patients awaiting heart transplantation (HTx) are at

increased risk developing severe coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). Patients sup-

ported by a left ventricular assist device (LVAD) face additional risks due to coagu-

lopathies during COVID-19. FollowingHTx, elevated risk factors for severe COVID-19

persist due to chronic immunosuppression and frequent comorbidities. Taken together,

COVID-19 vaccination is of critical importance in all three patient cohorts. Here, we

report our experience to deliver COVID-19 vaccination in a German transplant center.

Methods and results:We screened 211 patients for contraindications and offered the

remaining 186 eligible patients COVID-19 vaccination. Of those, 133 patients (71%)

accepted the offer and were vaccinated. Acceptance of vaccination differed between

HTx recipients (84 of 113, 74%), patients on the waiting list (34 of 47, 72%), and

patients with LVAD support (28 of 50, 56%). The LVAD cohort demonstrated lower

acceptance levels for vaccination compared to HTx recipients and patients awaiting

HTx (74% vs. 56%; p= 0.028).

Conclusion: We demonstrate for the first time only moderate acceptance levels of

COVID-19 vaccination in HTx recipients and candidates on the waiting list compared

to general population, despite perceived high-risk for severe disease. Additionally,

those supported by LVAD have even lower adherence. Efforts may need to be made

to increase acceptance in this vulnerable as well as cost-intensive patient cohort.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cardiovascular comorbidities are a major risk factor for adverse

outcome of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19).1 Thus, patients

awaiting heart transplantation (HTx) are perceived at increased risk.

Following HTx, elevated risk factors for severe COVID-19 persist

due to chronic immunosuppression and frequent comorbidities.2–5

Patients supported by a left ventricular assist device (LVAD) face addi-

tional risks due to coagulopathies during COVID-19. Taken together,

delivery of COVID-19 vaccination is critically important in all three

patient cohorts. Here, we report our experience to provide COVID

vaccination to these patients in a German transplant center and

investigate whether acceptance of vaccination differs between these

groups.
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F IGURE 1 (A) Consort diagram:We screened 211 patients for
COVID-19 vaccination including 136HTx recipients, 27 LVAD patients
with destination therapy, and 48 patients awaiting HTx (including
25 patients with LVAD as bridge-to-transplant therapy). After
exclusion for contraindications, we offered 186 patients COVID-19
vaccination. Of those, 133 patients (71%) received vaccination
including 84HTx, 15 patients with LVAD as destination therapy, and
34 patients on the waiting list, including 13 patients with LVAD as
bridge-to-transplant therapy. (B) Acceptance of vaccination offer in
HTx, LVAD and patients on waiting list for HTx as fraction (%) of
eligible patients in each subgroup. Acceptance of vaccination was
significantly reduced in patients with LVAD (56%) compared to
patients HTx (74%, p= 0.028). No difference could be observed
betweenHTx andwaiting list patients (72%, p= 0.845). Significance
was calculated using two-sided Fisher’s exact test

2 PATIENTS AND METHODS

We screened patients registered at our center on the waiting list for

HTx, who already received a heart transplant or who were supported

by LVAD (n= 211). Twenty-five patients had to be excluded due to con-

traindications (six with positive COVID-19 PCR test within the past

6 months, two with active infectious disease, and 17 were hospital-

ized). A dedicated heart failure nurse, familiar with all patients, con-

tacted the remaining 186 patients and offered COVID-19 vaccination

using the mRNA-based vaccine Comirnaty (BioNTech). At that time,

no side effects concerning potential myocarditis were evident. Statisti-

cal analysis was performed using descriptive statistics (mean, standard

deviation) and two-sided Fisher’s exact test for testing significance of

dichotomous variables, where applicable.

3 RESULTS

Of 186 eligible patients, 133 (71%) received vaccination (Figure 1A).

This cohort consisted of 84 HTx recipients, 34 patients on the wait-

ing list (38% supported by LVAD as bridge to transplant) and 15

LVAD patients with destination therapy. Acceptance of vaccination

(Figure 1B) differed between HTx recipients (84 of 113, 74%), patients

on the waiting list (34 of 47, 72%), and patients with LVAD support (28

of 50; 56%). No difference was observed between patients pre- and

post-HTx (72% vs. 74%; p = 0.845). In the LVAD-cohort, being on the

waiting list for HTx did not influence acceptance of adherence (54% vs.

57%; p > 0.99). In the subgroup of patients with LVAD, acceptance for

vaccination was significantly reduced in comparison to the HTx-cohort

(74% vs. 56%; p= 0.028).

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The present study reflects our experience to deliver COVID-19

vaccination in a German transplant center comprising three high-

risk cohorts: patients awaiting HTx, heart transplant recipients, and

patients supported by an LVAD. We aimed to investigate whether

acceptance of vaccination differs between these groups.

In the general population, Lazarus et al recently reported an accep-

tance level of vaccination against COVID-19 of 71%.6 This is in the

range of the acceptance we observed in our patients on the waiting list

forHtx and following transplantation. Additionally, a subgroup analysis

in our study showed that patients supported by LVAD evidenced con-

spicuously even lower acceptance for vaccination than HTx-recipients.

Our main finding is therefore that even if vaccination acceptance in

our study is equal compared to a general population, one might expect

even higher level of acceptance for a vaccination in a high-risk cohort

of disease, especiallywhenpatients are aware of their increased risk. In

this regard, it is noteworthy that acceptance levels of COVID-19 seem

geographically heterogeneous as depicted by a nation-wide survey in

Kuwaitwith acceptance levels around53%,7 aswell as time-dependent

as indicated by a decline of acceptance over the present year in the

USA.8 Since the referenced surveys only investigated acceptance of a

vaccination in theory by interview, while our data reflect the propor-

tion of patients receiving vaccination, one could speculate about a bias

to smaller levels of acceptance in our cohort. Of note, when compared

to acceptance of vaccinations for diseases as Hepatitis B or pneumo-

coccus by recipients of solid organs in the range of 40%–66%,9 the lev-

els of our observations seem plausible.

Our report has some limitations: The absolute number of patients

was highest in the HTx-group, which might lead to a bias. However, the

effect was statistically significant even with low numbers in the LVAD-

group, which corroborates the difference between those two cohorts.

In conclusion, this report demonstrates for the first time only mod-

erate acceptance levels of COVID-19 vaccination inHTx recipients and

candidates on the waiting list compared to general population, despite

perceived high-risk for severe disease. Additionally, those supported

by LVAD have even lower adherence. Efforts may need to be made to

increase acceptance in this vulnerable as well as cost-intensive patient

cohort.
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